
Ann’s Orchard Needlework 
Tea Towel to Embroidered Cushion���

with Bobble Edging 

TaDah! 
A little surface embroidery,���

fold in half and stitch cushion���
then crochet a bobble edging 

Shortly before Christmas I came across this fabulous tea towel designed by Holly Fream for Anthropologie ���

and decided it was far too good for drying dishes and would make a lovely pug themed cushion for my ���

daughter. So, if a similar tea towel catches your eye and you fancy transforming it read on…….. 

1. Pop your tea towel in an embroidery hoop���
Choose an area of the printed design you would like to embroider – you can do as much or as little as you ���

like – and fit an embroidery hoop over the area to keep the fabric taut, helping to keep your stitches even.  

2. Embroider the design���
Use stranded embroidery cotton and a variety of stitches to add texture and shading to the printed image. 

For the collie and cat I simply used satin stitches and beads to enhance the eyes. For the pug I use seed ���

stitches to give texture to the fur, chain stitch and French knots on the ears, satin stitch and jet black beads ���

for the eyes and a row of French stitches around the outline. 

Threads: 

Pug – Charcoal Anchor 236, Grey Anchor 398, Pink DMC 3778 

Cat – Lime Green Anchor 734 

  

3. Stitch the cushion���
Remove the outer stitching of the tea towel and open out the edge seams. Fold the tea towel in half with���

right sides together. Stitch a seam approximately 1cm from the edge around the entire cushion leaving ���

an opening of approximately 10cm on one side. Snip the corners and then, pulling the fabric through���

the opening, turn the cushion to the correct side and press lightly. Stitch a second seam, approximately ���

2cm from the edge of the cushion, again leaving the 10cm opening. Stuff the cushion, slip stitch the ���

opening closed and complete 2cm seam for the outer border. 

2cm 

4. Blanket stitch the border 
To provide a edge to crochet the bobbles use a tapestry needle and length of yarn (DMC Petra colour 5415)���

to blanket stitch around the border of the cushion. To ensure the stitches are even use a ruler and Frixon pen���

to mark 1cm intervals from the centre to the corner of each side. The Frixon pen marks will be covered with ���

the stitching but may be removed with the heat of an iron once the cushion is complete. 

5. Crochet the bobbles 
Using DMC Petra colour 5415 and 2.5mm crochet hook join the yarn using a slip stitch to the blanket stitch ���

at a junction. Chain 5 stitches then treble crochet 3 into the 3rd chain from hook keeping the second loop of ���

each treble on the crochet hook. Yarn over and pull through all four stitches on the hook to make the first half ���

of the bobble.  

Junction 

To make the second half of the bobble chain 3 stitches then treble crochet 3 into the loop that closed the first 

cluster. As before keep the second loop of each treble on the crochet hook. Yarn over and pull through all 

four stitches on the hook to make the second half of the bobble. Flip the second half of the bobble onto the 

first half and join with slip stitch at the base. Chain 2 stitches and join to the blanket stitch at a junction with���

a slip stitch. Single crochet 3 into next blanket stitch before repeating bobble at next junction. 


